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PESFACE

' M e n  solids, are subjected to irradiation/ the physi
cal properties, of the solid are affected temporarily and 
often permanently.. The purpose of this paper is to answer 
the questions as to mhat causes these physical property 
changes and how various solids, are affected. The discussion 
will be limited-to neutrons and to-light and heavily charged 
irradiating particles«, ■ The experimental analysis is restricted 
to the effects of bombarding .neutrons upon dertain solids =

In the first section of the thesis/ an attempt will 
be made to present the theoretical aspects of the inter
actions of the incident particles with the atoms of the . •
crystalline solid. The second portion of the paper is con
cerned with.actual experimental analysis of the effects of 
radiation on certain-solidso Here the theoretical aspects 
are tied into the results observed by experimentation.
Finallyj from an engineering viewpoint„ the temporary and . 
permanent physical changes for two classes of solids will 
be discussed.
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' . ' ' .. - \ ' CEAPT3R I - . ' - /' '

\ : ;>■ ■: .■ / V-:' ■ ■. ■’;; ' ;iifMroTiw;, : ■■■■■;■

:" theory of radiation effects in solids is- not -:
' A -

ments greatly exceed the theoretical realm of knowledges 
' The foundation of the, theory Ale derived from basic as sump-
; / V;-' %/ tionSe - One technique which simplifies the explanations and ■ ■ - 

calculations of radiation -damage is to assume : that all a t o m s : : 
- ' behave as hard.spheres (1)» Although this, is physically . . -
t A incorrect ̂ such. an assumption can be justified,'im that calcu- 

A A lations compare favorably’with experimental daia0 From this v . A;A 
■̂...'.■'•A;::::BViewp'oiat, - the simplifications enable a mathematical treatment A 
A to take place which would Otherwise be improbable or, at best,

' - extremely complicated» , The solution of; Schrodinger cs ' equation
yields the most probable location ’of, the electron o'. In certain 

- A, types of bonding, the spherical nature is ‘correct as in the . A.;
. A A v d a e e ' ef; the ionic and; metallic. bonds, .whereas GOyalent bond's 
' -A are .'h^ . And'' to assume a spherical confiffir^
; . ,A tion would be -a distortion of the truth (2) s However, thiSA y ;A A' A.:
, A. , cross assumption can be justified when prediction agrees with , ,

^-Ai^AyAA^pariment,;;;
■ • Ihen an incident particle strikes a'lattice atom,



three different.interactions may occur= First, an inelastic 
collision may take place if the energy, transferred to: the 
lattice atom- is. great er than the i'onigatidn threshold, . In
elastic .collisions are very common, Occnrrihg about 99,9 per
cent of the, time (3). Kinetic energy is. not conserved, ;for 
a small quantity is expended in the excitation -and'ionization 
of .the atomic electrons<= ''-When an electron is excited, it is, 
raised to a higher quantum level, 'Ionization of an .atomic 
electron takes place if sufficient energy is dissipated to . . 
separate the electron completely from its parent atom. The, 
ionization effects of a good conductor are temporary, for the
energy is expended in the - heating of the lattice ..atoms , This
has little damaging effect upon some solids (4)1

, , Secondly, when the transferred energy is below the •
ionization threshold and yet of-a large enough magnitude, " 
the struck atom, may be knocked from its lattice site and - 
become a displaced or interstitial atom. The energetic
displaced atom can in turn produce other displacements, This
type' of collision is considered elastic or a ^billiard ball®, 
collision (5)« .Here conservation of kinetic energy and 
;momentum occur, As in reactor theory, the laws of classical 
mechanics can be applied for the degradation or - transfer'of:" • 
energy. The combination of vacancies and interstitials 
produced by elastic collisions results in both a permanent 
and a. temporary damage to .the crystalline structure, : This : ' 1 '
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paper will foe concerned primarily with the effects of dis
placements,.

Finallyj, the incident particle can interact with the 
lattice atoms in a different manner» The transferred energy 
may foe insufficient to displace the lattice atoms; hence, 
thermal vibrations are set up„ The most important subdivision 
of the thermal vibrations is a thermal spike0 When a lattice 
atom is struck and does not have enough energy to leave its 
site, a great deal of kinetic energy is transferred to the 
neighboring atoms» Consequently, ther@ is a rapid heating 
and quenching effect that takes place for 10"^® to 10”-^ 
seconds C6)o This violent reaction creates physical property 
changes in a small region of the solid*

In review, a massive particle can dissipate its 
energy in a solid by three different modess ionization of 
the electrons of the lattice atoms, displacements of the 
lattice atoms, or the production of thermal vibrations in the 
crystal* To follow a fast bombarding particle through a 
medium would exemplify these reactions* The energetic 
particle upon entering the crystalline structure produces 
ionization of the atomic electrons* When the transferred 
energy falls below the ionization level, displacements take 
place* There probably will be a cascading of the displaced 
atoms* As the particle nears the end of its path and the 
energy has been greatly dissipated, thermal vibrations



develop with subsequent collisions <, A detailed analogy 
will later be given on each of'these interactions0 The 
present discussion will be limited to the irradiation of 
charged particles and neutrons* The radiation effects of 

.gamma.and x-rays are omitted; however, the damage they 
contribute to the'solids is primarily through ionization»



CHAPTER II

.EADIAIIO¥ THEORY

' 2.1 Ionization of AteMic Electrons. As was pre=
'riottsly stated, energetic bombarding particles dissipate 
their energies by ionization of the lattice electrons.
Above; the ionization threshold,/ ionization effects are 
more important than are those effects due to elastic collisions. 
Below the ionization threshold, damage to the structure by 
displacements is predominant. A diagram showing the threshold 
energies for various reactions is given in figure 1. As 
shown in the figure, %  is, the/ionization threshold and 

is the energy necessary to displace the lattice atoms.

thermal: vibrations displacements ionization
Eo-.™ ---;-- -— —-— -— —:— —— ———— --------— fe*®!— ;------ —^rthermal spikes hard sphere inelastic

occur elastic collisions collisions

, Figure 1

fhis section is concerned with energies which are transferred 
to the crystal above . . ; , ,

If the solid which is absorbing.the energy from the

5 V  ' ' ■’



incident particle is a light element, the average energy 
transferred to the struck 'atoh/ ¥,• will he greater than the 
ionisation threshold energy of the atom. For absorbing solids 
with heavier atoms, the average energy transferred is much 
smaller .and is below %  (7),» this parallels the analogy 
of the moderations of neutrons0 disregarding the various 
cross sections, light elements are better moderators„ This 
is because more energy can be transferred in a single colli
sion to a light element than in a collision with a heavier 
element o-' '

The ionization thresholds for almost all elements 
have been computed at one time or anotherc For copper, -

is. 65 kev, which will be of significance in an ensuing
exampleo Tables are available with the ionization thresholds 0
Again, above the value of ionisation becomes more impor
tant o Listed below are some approximations for this threshold . 
energy for insulators and metals» For' insulators the expression 
is given, by: ' • ■ '

. Bi^Hl \ CD
. ; bh; :

For metals; the expression is:

■ : ; 

where M denotes the mass of the moving particle, 1 is the 
lowest electronic excitation,energy of the material, me is the



: jmss,: af the electron, and Cf ; refers; to the Fermi energy of 
: the tELdth-W and Gon»
dudtidn band.. ' These. two approximations can ' be furth@f-simpli=- ’ 
fied into the general expression: ̂ \ . v ■ ’tv.-"

S i ^  MCev). . . C3>

The mass number of the bombarding particle is related.to the 
ionization .threshold by the .approximation i %

-' :: (4) 
-"A is the mass number; of the moving particle0 ' (tc; . "t;'■.

A . .

. 'v ; To ionize a copper atom 65 key must be'
.' transferred ;to the lattice atom by an :
incident; particle. In this inelastic . ' . ; ;v

■ ' 'collision,, energyvi's'/dissipated as the
■/./■/; "/; .electron becomes ionizedv -A■■ 1000 .('ey).//.'

where the mass number for copper is 63»
Hence» the rule of thumb is valide . . '

t̂-.. ; .'Most of the energy of a.:; charged partic le is expended
/in: electronic excitation and..ionization '’of the crystalline; 
lattice/electrohs> //Thpugh ionization/effects for many solids 
are fairly unimportant, there are exceptions: solids with
hydrogen/Tan, der Waals, and covalent bondings 0 Most/Organic'' 
matter is composed of hydrdgen bonding0 This is an electro-/ 
//static' force/of.- attraction between1 molecules arising from :



;/ '-7; ' ' 8
; • the distortion of'the electron cloMSo An example of hydro- .

. v ,', gem Ponding is shown hj figure 2o ‘ the fluorine: at®pi is 
, lacking one electron for a complete outer shell. The hydro

gen at oh shares its ■electron' with;-the fludfine'atOE, - hut . 'V',
. :: this causes a distortion -of :the charge distributionc From ■
: . ' figure 2 ^ it appears as. if the left side of the .hydrogen
:■ i; - atom tends to be positive, while the right side of a neigh^ , v-■
■ 1. boring fluorine atom is negative» Thus,/ an .electrostatic

” force of attraction is created holding the molecules togetherc 
It can he, readily'seen that any disturbance of the electronic : > 
structure would result in a decomposition of the .molecular 

' ' bonding C8) 0. _ : :
' V,:.: ' ■ Covalent bonding takes place when several atoms
• . jointly. share electronsy , for the •electrons are not free, as ■■

in metals but are an essential part of the molecular botid̂  • v 
:-ihg* This'attractive'^ which is derived from wave ;

. ' mechanics' is highly directional c' Hence, any ionizing radia- ■"
, ■ ' tion would cause a serious disorder .to the atomic 'structuree
- ;  Finally, Tan der Waals . f orces that liold large mole-
; ■ cules together are affected by irradiation ionization:., ' ' 

Briefly, Tan der Waals forces are .electrostatic forces of 
attraction between atoms due to electric fields generated
by instantaneous dipoles of the two atoms. • It will suffice A;
' to say that any, ionization .that fakes place in these. atoms '

■ ' : will break down the molecular bonding. ; : .v-;,; v. . ■ ^
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Attraction

Molecule of HF Neighboring Molecule of HF

Hydrogen Bonding 
Figure 2



are associated with the crystal rather than with the indivi~ 
dual at ©els o ^h@ electrons are free to move throughout the 
crystalo By the very nature of this type of bonding? it is 
clear the ionization would not seriously contribute much 
permanent damage to the solid. Ionic bonding occurs when 
a combination of electropositive and electronegative atoms 
combine to form a molecule. A general description may be 
that the electrons resonate back and forth and are alternately 
held by the’positive and negative ions 0 Again, no damage 
results by radiation ionization for the displaced electrons 
can wander back t© their original orientation C9)«

In conclusion as to the effects of ionization radia
tion 9 there is a minimum transferred energy necessary to pro- 
duce ionization of the crystalline electrons. This threshold 
energy can be expressed by the approximations for insulators
and metals as E-? ̂  1 II (ev), or as a general rule A 1000 (@v).

2 m@
Above this threshold energy, ionization effects become more 
important than do displacement and interstitial atoms=
Certain types of forces and bonds decompose and break up 
upon irradiation« Among these forces or bonds which are 
partially destroyed are, the hydrogen. Van der Waals, and 
covalent bonds c Other types of bonding are unaffected as 
in the case of metallic and ionic bonds =
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2o2 Displacement Collisions 0 fo tlis point, the 

discussion has "been centered about high energy incident particles 
that produce damage to solids by ionization through inelastic 
collisiono From here the following discussion will concern 
low energy incident particles and those particles that have 
lost a sufficient amount of energy so they cam no longer 
produce ionization of the crystal electrons» In other words? 
all collisions will be considered elastic» Whenever a 
bombarding particle strikes a lattice atom in this energy 
rangej a displacement will result, provided that the inci
dent particle has transferred the minimum threshold energy 
for a displacement, A common value for this.threshold
displacement energy is given as 25 ev by many authorities (10)„

When a lattice atom is displaced, it becomes an 
interstitialo The freed atom is not in equilibrium with 
the crystal, but is able to wander about if the ambient 
temperature is above 7® K (11)„ This is the temperature at 
which defects begin to move0 Specifically, this is the 
lowest temperature at which Interstitial atoms move in copper„ 
More will be said on the subject In connection with anneal
ing latero After the struck atom leaves the lattice site, 
a vacancy will exist 0 The combination of a vacancy and an 
interstitial atom Is called a Frenkel defect 0 It is possible 
that the struck atom, which has become a knock-on, will in 
turn displace other atoms and will result In a cascading
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effect» The cascading will continue until the- energy that 
each Imock-on transfers is insufficient to displace another 
atom. In other words',- the transferred energy falls below Ey, 
Wot all of the knock-ons will become interstitial atoms, for 
it is possible that they will recombine' in previously existing 
vacancieso This process of recombination is annealing. As 
has just been stated, annealing is related to the temperature 
of the crystalline lattice. Annealing is of major importance 
in repairing the'temporary Irradiation damage to solids.

Another possibility is that the knock-on will have an- 
 ̂energy above , but less than 2 1̂.., .After the collision, 
the primary knock-on will not. have .sufficient kinetic energy 
to leave the new lattice site. It then becomes a replace
ment o This is known as a replacement collision. By this 
definition a replacement can be either a knock-on or an 
incident particle. \

A brief review of these elastic collision^ .is in 
brder.i Knock-ons are produced at the ■ end of the path of a' 
charged particle or neutron. These knock-ons can further 
produce other secondary atoms which are freed from their 
sites until a cascading of thousands of atoms is involved. 
These primary and secondary knock-ons can become replacement , 
atoms or interstitials. All of these .effects tend to strain 
the:crystalline structure.and produce physical changes. The .
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nature of these property changes will be discussed later in 
this paper= Other reactions take place in this energy 
transfer process such as displacement spikes and the intro
duction of impurity atoms = Each of these subjects will be 
covered in detail* Here it should be interjected that a 
clean cut separation of ionization and displacements cannot 
be completely discerned experimentally0 This separation is 
used as a conceptual device to better picture the actions of 
an incident particle as it dissipates its energy in the 
solid*

Formulas for the Maximum Energy Transferred to a 
Lattice Atom* Before, discussing the last category of events 
that may take place when a lattice atom is struck by an 
incident particle„ a brief synopsis will be given in regard 
to the amount of energy that can be transferred in a single 
elastic collision* For heavy? bombarding particles the 
nonrelativistic equation is (12)s

V tm = 4 Mi M2 1
(M][ 4k (5)

where Tm is the maximum energy that can be transferred in 
an elastic collision, M-j_ is the- mass of the lattice atom,
Mg is the mass of the incident particle, and E is the energy 
of the incident particle. This equation is independent of 
the type of atoms or the charge of the incident particle.
It can be seen by assuming atoms to be hard spheres, the
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BBornit' of energy transferred depends .only upon the scattering 
angle„ Also, for neutrons the average energy transferred in 
an elastic collision is given by': ' ' i, *• \ •

T = Tg; - (6)
r. . ■ ■■■: .. ■ . 2 ... ■■■ , .

For light particles such as electrons g the relativistic 
equation for irradiating particles- is: ;t' ■ t':

• " '■ r .' " ; : :fm' = 2E<E..+. 2hc2) ' ' ' '̂ ; (7) ■ '
. ■ ■ ' ' Kc'T '.™  . . . . ' :■

where Tm is the maxiraun energy that can be transferee, 1 is
the mass of the, lattice, atopi, m is:the rest mass of the electron
and c is the velocity ,of .light, - .. .. . : r ' : ■ '

. , : .When using ..equation (5), a. correction must be: added : - t
for neutrons of high energy or when an anisotropic condition-'
exists„ In the Mev region isotropic collisions are not ' ,
possible; for scattering tends to be in the forward direction. '
This correction is given by f, where ,f varies from 1/3 to .
2/3 .■ Hence the formula for high energy bombarding neutrons ...

Isi .  ̂ ' ' '' ■ : ' V ' ■ ■ i ■.•
■ • ■ : Tro = 4 f M1 k2 B . . (8)
; ' ’ ; ' (M2 * H2) 2 .

Another useful formula to use when neutrons are the bombard
ing particles is (13 ):. :■ A - v f , ... '

:.':': .. %  ̂= 4,'p/' ^ (9) :
.' . .. , . .i“.
where A is the mass, number of' the: lattice atoms.
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By using the expressien well .known to nuelear engineers 

for the average, log'ar.ithmic energy decrement for a collision, 
s a rough check can be made for the energy transfer formulas 
' ■ Example B .

What is the average energy transferred to a 
graphite atom upon being irradiated with. »8 Ifev 
neutrons ?

using the formula
vii#i

,158

lnEl = .158, S1 = lol7l
% .  " ■ % .

S2 • 08 .B 0684 ' :

ll‘ %  S2
Solution using formula (5)
¥ = -

' , 2
.= 2 x 12 x 08 

-TTTTZ] '

= ,114 Hev

lev

It is fotmd■that bombardment with electrons of 
at least an energy of <,51 Mev is required to 
change the resistivity of a certain metal of 
mass number. .67V Shat is the threshold energy

Sd in this metal (15)?;

% m  - « t 2 me 2)
Me '

me

2 x .51C51 t 1J 
67 x 931(3 x-103:6) 2 
24®8 ev c

amu

•51 Mev
o51 Mev - 
67 amu 
3 x 16^® 
931 Mev
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With the two cases, the non-relativisitic and rela- 

tlvistic, is is possible to determine the maximnm energy trans
ferred, to an atom in a solid by an incident particle= By . 
using other energy transfer formulas, similar solutions are 
obtained in'the case of neutron irradiation» The value of 
the maximum energy transferred to a struck atom will become 
significant in -determining the number of displacements, which 
have a direct effect on the physical properties of the solid.

Mathematical Approach to the lumber of Displaced Atoms, 
The production of displaced atoms is directly related to the 
irradiation damage of the solid. It has previously been 
stated that one incident particle can produce thousands 'of 
displacements through an avalanching or cascading effect.
The physical properties of the crystalline solid are altered 
as a result of these Frenkel defects. One noted effect was 
predicted theoretically by S» P* Wigner in which the actual 
size of the solid was increased due to radiation. This is 
merely one.of the many consequences of displacement production. 
In a later, section other permanent and temporary changes will 
be'discussed in full.. The purpose of this subdivision is to 
present a technique of calculating the number of displaced 
atoms,

The number of displaced atoms, is given by the 
expressions ■

' = n v 1 4) (16) (10)
where n is the number of primary displacements per incident
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particle5 v represents the mean Maher of displacements per
primary knock-on,^ is the number ©f incident particles per
wait time, and t is the duration of irradiation* In this
equation the time and} can be determined readilyc Since both
of them can be measured, they are considered known quantities<
t cannot be measured; however, this value can be obtained
from the following equations

v = Co885 » =561 log B*l) B^l
T "  “T “

where B*tl equals fa/S^o It can be seen for large values 
the expression reduces to:

v = (.561 log B) 1'
■ - I 7
where 38 equals fia/B^ = Thus, with the values of fH and 
known, it is possible to compute a.value for v.■ From equation 
(5), the value of fm , or the maximum energy transferred can be 
obtained. As was.previously s tated, the value of is normally 
given as 25 ev, and varies little for different solids. The 
value of the total number of displaced atoms per unit 
volume, can be determined after the number of primary displace
ments per incident particle is known. This, however, is the 
beginning of the difficulty. The value of n depends upon the 
type of irradiating particle. The discussion is limited to 
neutrons, to massive charged particles, and to electrons. For 
each of these n must be solved for using a different approach. 
For neutrons the number of primary displacements per incident 
particle is given by:

m = Z0 6t (13)
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(17) (14)

■■■. a . .

where.■represents-Avogadro’s .number of 6.03. x 102̂  wolecules/ 
mole, A is the mass namber of the. incident particle^ and v : 
p  is the density of the solid. The total microscopic cross 
section for neutrons can be measured from a transmission 
experiment or determined from tables. It is the sum of the 
partial;, .cross sections % ' 1 . ■.

^  i CTl s -+ ^ ff~%py 00a . (15)
It is interesting to note that 6t is related to the mass number 
of the solid. This can be shown by recalling the approximations 
for the radius of a heavy nucleus to be (18)?

1 = 1.5 x 10"13 A3-^3 cm (16)
This expression for the effective radius of the nucleus? coupled 
with the general approximation for the total cross section 
for neutrons of high energies which is»

6~f = 2 n i2 (17)
yields the relation of the total cross section to the A* 
number of the solid.-. ' ■;

’ . : . - 2 H (lo5 x 10“ 23 A1/ 3) 2 o< A 2/ 3 ■ (18)
HenceV from several methods the total cross section of a solid 
for neutron irradiation can be determined. With the values 
of v ? <j> 5, t, and the fourth variable evaluated? it is possible 
to substitute directly info (10) ™ v n t to determine
the number of displaced atoms.
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or ~assive charged particles, the rocess for 

deterillining n is slightly different. It is expressed by: 

d dR (19) 

where .r 
0 

is the nuMber of at9Ms per unit voluille, ~ is the 

~ross section for a displacement, and ~ is the distance through 

the solid. Both the atoMic density and the distance through 

the soli can be readily deterMined; however, 6d is given by: 

(20) -
~ 

w·here T.;" is the energy of the incident particle, an is given 

y: 

(21) 

5 7 -11 1-vhere ah is the Eohr radius of . 291 x 10 tlJ., 1 1 is t e Plass 

nuM er of the solid, z1 is the harge of the incident particle, 

z 2 is the Z nuMber o the solid, Ed is the threshold ene y 

for a displaceMent, and Rh is the Ry berg consta t or 10.96 x 10 6/PI~ 
This tillle, for Massive charged particles, n can be deterPiined 

once again. roPI the value of n, a dir ct evaluation can e 

~ade for the nuMber of displaced atons. ere, the mathematical 

treatMent was not quite so siFtple as in the case of neutrons. 

A still more coFtplicated technique must e used to s lve for 

n in the case of om arding electrons. 

By using the basic forMula that has been used for 

neutrons and Massive charged particles, Nd, the nu~ber of 

displaced atoms Illay be ascertained for elec rons. .~th the 

values of v, t, and considered as known, the value of n Piust 
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be obtainedo The cross section for. a reaction is related to 
the energy of the electrons. Because the continuous energy 
spectrum of electrons is more available in experimental work 
than is a monoenergetic source of electrons, the solution of 
n becomes more difficult. The value of n is obtained by 
evaluating the integrals ■

. n 5 no ) dB (22)
' : . - . . :   ̂

where n0 denotes the atomic density, E-̂  is the initial range, 
and E0 is the residual range after penetration. The values 
of E can''be-obtained by the empirical equations (19):

E s =542 E - =133 . =8<E<3 Mev (23)
E = =407 B1o3:8 , . - ol5< E < = 8 Mev '

When'equation (22) is expanded it becomess -
n = hn titB)(Ri - Eo)(B1 ❖ $o) » 2UK (24)

Here E 8 represents the adjusted range for the «ni(E) curve 
over the range of interest= It appears at first glance that 
electron bombardment is extremely laborious to deal with mathe« 
matically; however, there is one redeeming feature. The value 
of v is normally unity, since the knocksons are.not energetic 
enough to produce other displacements= Hence, the mathematical 
complexity for electrons; is reduced in the calculation of the 
number of displacements = • In review of the mathematical approach 
to the calculation of the number of displaced atoms, an example 
will be given,:



How many displacements per cubic centimeter 
", would be produced if copper is bombarded with

■ ' . - a flux of 10^ nei!tro.tis/cm̂ /sec? The 1 Mev
-neutron irradiation continues for IQ seconds* ' 

'Solutions - ' . - ■
= n v t(j> ' v ” 300 for copper
= 300 x 10  ̂x .171.,' t = 10 seconds
- 5.15 x 10  ̂atoms .<$ = 10  ̂neutrons/cm^/sec
. , ■ ,; - - = 2 .04 barns

lote that .this is purely an' academic example, for consideration 
must be given to annealing and to temperature spikes„ Both 
of these subjects will be discussed in a later section*

The number of. displaced atoms per primary knock-on 
is related to the amount of energy that a knock-on expends 
in an elastic collision by (20)s „
' ; : :;v.v v = , . - - ■. (25)

where G represents, the energy dissipated in an elastic collision 
by a knock”on = For heavy elements below the ionization threshold 
the value of G is equal to the average energy transferred in 
an elastic•’ collision* .f . The linear expression between G and 
T, is not Valid after the ionization threshold energy is reached," 
For several reasons care must be taken when using this, approxi
mation, First? it is only true for solids with large mass
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numbers and is not valid for lighter elements0 Secondly,, 
the average energy transferred per collision as given by 
expression (6) applies to neutrons only* Because, of a pre
ference for low energy scattering by incident charged particles, 
another relationship must be used to find the average energy . 
transferred in an elastic collision with the crystal lattice, - 
For charged particles this expression becomes ' ("21) s

T =.®d ^m In ^m .: (26)
%

here T « T ]Klo However, if the general formula (24) is used 
with discretion, good results can be obtained in determining 
the number of displaced atoms,

In summary, for the mathematical approach to obtain 
the number of displaced atomsV the basic f ormula, is = hvt (j) ,
Jtl.l values except n can usually, be determined readily. The 
value of n must be approached differently for neutrons, charged 
particles, and electrons» . After this value of n is obtained, 
the solution is a matter of an algebraic treatment,. Caution 
should be taken in applying a mathematical solution; for 
experimentation has proved to be the most satisfactory founda
tion in analyzing the number.,of displaced atoms,- Because of : 
the. many oversimplifyihg assumptionsthe mathematical treats 
ment cannot be separated from .expbti-mental results,

Displacement Spike's, It has been related that above 
the ionization threshold,' Ionization effects are more impor
tant than displacements for solids. This was demonstrated by
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the ‘effects upon atomic.and molecular bonds» Below .B., the 
.■importance of displacements comes into play. Although the 
direct effects of displacements have not been considered, it 
can be deduced that these effects will be significant« Ehen 
an incident particle has dislodged a lattice atom but has 
insufficient energy to leave the site, it becomes a replacement 
The incident particle would have an. energy below 2 and, 
/after the collision with-.the lattice atom, this energy would • / 
be reduced to less, than .Ê  = Hence, the replacement particle 
is unable to escape from the vacancy and its energy is dissi
pated by thermal vibrations.

As was suggested by Seitz, still another reaction can 
take placeo This is known as a displacement spike (22)»
When an incident particle strikes a lattice atom and the /• 
lattice atom is not ejected, a great deal of kinetic energy is., 
imparted to . the atom. The atom/causes its- neighboring atoms ... 
to be highly excited by transferring some of this kinetic • g 
energy. A rapid heating and quenching takes place in the 
vicinity of the struck atom in such a violent reaction that 
some of the neighboring atoms will interchange - sites. The 
■rapidity of the action prevents recrystallization and an amor— 
phous condition exists. The/condition is brought.;about by an / 
Inver si bn. . The violent a jection of the/ excited atoms causes 
a void. Normal lattice atoms partially fill in this void in
the turbulent reaction. Because of the rapid cooling and the

\i A’ “XI -duration of the reaction from 10" to 10" seconds, the
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rearranged atoms are frozen» Thousands of crystal atoms have 
become rearranged in an irregular pattern and thus affect 
the physical properties of the solid.

In nature this sharp threshold for displacements does : 
not exist as is suggested by theory. Instead, there exists 
a probability that'an atom will be displaced when a quantum 
of energy is supplied.. This explanation enables the displace
ment 'spike theory to be valid. Actually a struck atom may not 
escape the lattice,- but.merely transfers its energy to the 
neighboring atoms. The. surrounding atoms may vibrate excessively 
and-.,be dislodged from their sites. The probability that a 
reaction will take place upon a collision is due to the en
vironment of the atom, e.g., the temperature.of the crystal, 
direction of approach, etc. (23). In theory many of these 
arbitrary conditions.were eliminated by ideal conditions and 
by other simplifying assumptions. The probability of a displace
ment occurring when 25 ev are transferred to the lattice atom 
is very high. However under certain conditions, even a much 
larger amount of energy transferred to the lattice atom.would 
not dislodge the. struck atom. Neighboring atoms are dis
located when sufficient kinetic energy is transferred to them 
by thermal vibrations. These nearby atoms will be expelled 
from the lattice sites when the most probable dislodging energy 
of 25 ev is added, but a smaller amount of energy may cause 
them to be displaced.

. Displacement spikes are more frequent when the crystal
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is a heavier material. and. the incident particle is of a high 
1 number= The configuration of the crystalline defects is 
generally cylindrical in materials of larger mass numbers and 
spherical in solids of low mass numbers = This appears to link 
together with collision theory in that light particles are 
able to dissipate more energy than heavier particles in a 
single collision0 In heavy solids this crystalline defect 
would be long and cylindrical/whose dimensions are 100 

Angstroms in diameter and 4 x 10^ Angstroms in length (24)=
For lighter solids the spherical defects are usually isolated 
with considerable distance between defects<, By the very 
nature of this type of reaction? it is logical that displace
ment spikes would occur more frequently at the end of a path 
of a massive incident particle=

In review of the possibilities that may take place 
when an incident particle strikes a lattice atom? several 
different reactions may occur0 When the energy imparted to 
a lattice atom is less than the ionization threshold but 
larger than there is a rearrangement of the crystalline 
structure= The first possibility is that the struck atom 
may become a knock-on and? in turn? dislodge other atoms in a 
cascading effect6 Secondly? either the incident particle or 
a knock-on may not have sufficient energy to escape the 
lattice site after a collision and? thereby? will become a 
replacement atom* Another reaction could be the production 
of a displacement spike= Here the temperature rises above



the Halting point of the solid and the atoms can fee considered 
to fee in a liquid or dense gaseons state (25)» fformal atoms 
fill in the void created fey highly energetic atoms that have 
feeen ejected0 fhe rapid freezing or recrystallization leaves 
the spike area in an amorphoas condition» In realitys all 
these reactions may t^ce place sismltaneously and it would 
fee impossible to distinguish one reaction from the ether in 
an experimental observation« However 9 unlike ionization 
effects, most solids are affected fey the creation of displace
ment *. While in seme solids displacements create only temporary 
damage, in other solids this alteration of their physical 
properties is permanent 0 .

203 Energy Transferred to the Lattice Atoms less than Bd° 
fhe aforesaid effects of radiation have feeen centered -about 
transmitted energies above the displacement and ionization 
threshold0 fhe value of is almost insensitive to tempera
ture changes and remains fairly constant between the range 
of 80° to 300° E  (2 6 )0 low, consideration will fee given to 
what may occur to the crystal atoms whose induced kinetic 
energies are below E^o Generally, there are three main categories 
of reactions0 They are"the creation of the thermal spikes» 
dislocations, and impuritiesc Each of these unique reactions 
will subsequently fee analyzed*

Thermal spikes are very closely related to displacement 
spikes * Brinkman, a noted theorist on irradiation effects, 
classified the displacement and thermal spikes as temperature
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spikes» Displacement spikes, as pfeyieusly discussed, resulted 
from an incident particle striking a lattice atopi. The struck 
atom 'transmitted its kinetic energy to the neighboring atoms 
causing them to be in an abnormally excited state. In the 
displacement spike there was a rearrangement of the atoms„
This is one of the basic differences between the two tempera- 
ture' spikes, for in a thermal spike - the energized atoms do 
not leave their sites. Similar to the displacement spikes,, ' -
the temperature of a thermal spike rises to 1000° K for about , 
10“ seconds. Cooling from outside to inside of the affected 
area sets in very rapidly. In fact, before the extremely 
high temperature has spread 60 Angstroms, the temperature has 
dropped 150° C (27). The combination of the rapid heating, 
local melting, and quenching leaves the area in an amorphous 
condition. Although the temperature of the energetic atoms 
is near the melting point, the energy dissipated in a thermal 
spike is considerably less than that of a displacement spike (28)
:In general, in a thermal spike less energy is transferred to /:,/ 
the' lattice atoms and the solid. Is not so violently aff ected, ' - 
whereas the plastic strain in the displacement spike produces 
a permanent disorder= Plasticity is considered a completely 
unsymmetrical and random state of the atoms, but the crystalline 
structure refers to an order or swi-ordered array of atoms. 
Thermal spikes produce temporary physical property changes 
which can be annealed and removed at 35° K for most solids (39) . 
Although the rapid heating and quenching leaves the lattice
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distorted, annealing appears to return the atoms to their
original-, orientationo

fhe second type of interaction that can take place 
below the threshold energy for a displacement concerns dis
locations . Dislocations can best be explained through a 
conceptual scheme'=, Briefly, a'dislocation is a line of imper
fections in a crystal or, in other, words, it is a line of 
atomic misfits (30)„ This is represented by figure 3. Here 
a single line of imperfections' is represented. Formally, 
dislocations are found in multiples throughout certain solids„ 
Dislocations are dealt with on a macroscopic basis» When a 
force is applied to a crystal with this type of macroscopic 
deformation, the weakest or yielding point will be at the 
dislocationo An applied force which is not strong enough to 
break the'bonds of the crystal structure can be of sufficient 
magnitude to move this line of imperfections throughout the 
solido

How are dislocations influenced by irradiation effects? 
Although the incident particles may be so lethargic that they 
cannot cause displacements, there may foe sufficient force 
applied to-the dislocation to cause it to foe shifted or moved 
in the crystal0 In addition, radiation forces according to 
Dienes and Vineyard,, may foe strong- enough, to form a disloca
tion within 10 Angstroms from a thermal spike (31)- Many semi- 
quantitative calculations have been attempted concerning the 
'phenomena of dislocations by thermal spikes; however, it
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appears the empirical theory is not yet solidly foundeds 
Hence the two effects of irradiation on certain crystals are 
to move dislocations throughout the solid and to create actual 
dislocations in the vicinity of a thermal spike0 #islooations 
are present in most solids which have 'been cold workedc

Another distinctive type of reaction that can take 
place when a solid is irradiated with an incident particle is 
the process of transmutationc f© the nuclear engineer this 
is a familiar type of-reactions but here it will be studied 
from a different aspect» The point "of interest is the 
questions how does the capture of a neutron, for instance, 
affect the solid* An example can best point out one detri- 
mental effect * When boron is transmuted to lithium and helium 
by neutron.irradiation,, an interstitial gas is produced which 
weakens the grain boundaries and creates stress-raising 
voids €32)o Although, in. some, cases, this is as important as 
the irradiation of steel with a boron content, transmutations 
occur less frequently than do other types of collision inter- . 
actions * In other words, the cross section for a transmutation 
is much.less than the total cross.section for am incident 
neutron*

However, neutron capture for some elements produces 
a secondary type of damage* .flhen a lithium fluoride nucleus 
captures a neutron, there is an alpha particle emitted (33) o; 
Some of the energy of the nuclear reaction is released through?, 
the recoiling alpha, particle.Q The ejected alpha particle is



highly: energetic> ftiis particle can in turn produce displace
ments^ Although the incident neutron may have insufficient ^ ;
energy to cause displacements by itselfv a secondary reaction • 
created knock-ons of the crystalline atoms. This extra 
nuclear energy was liberated by the neutron capture.

V'.'To-; exemplify the effects of transmutations on semi- ; 
conductors, another illustration will be presented. Heutron 
bombardment of germanium produces^ in general, arsenic and 

". gallium?; The ratio of production is on the order of; one to 
three. Because more gallium is produced9 acceptors dr p- 
type . conduction is introduced. Again, the Introduction'of ' ;;
^impurities by; nuclear ■reactions produces fewer effects than does '> 
that caused by displacement collisions. However, in the case 

: of semiconductors, the transmutation effects are: not ;A:;: ■ X :;x;
v ; negligible : (3.4)> ' The f oreign atoms- introduced' to the solids -by X
v neutron, 'irradiation 'have a; definite' 'influence on the physii ■, :':X '!x,:\

-. '-X;cal properties of the solid. ■ y; x. y ■ .yyy-X"-;:; XyX'X' y;;Xi 
X;. ■ : ■ ■ Annealing :cannot take place at room temperatures, for .. X .

;:the. irpurities arey eliminate hypiffusionxfrom.
Smaller impurity atoms are more mobile than larger atoms; .

; X ;;hoWeyer,.s,:';' eliminate orî̂  1 impurities by ■ dif f us ion; 'must;'t ake place X
at higher temperatures (35) . It yean be stated that; damage' yy x;'-' -" 'y:

::;;produced by-■displacemezitS by far outweighs the changes in the -X
y; ; physical yproperties, due' ̂ to impurities:..' This is because there : . . - 

are' considerably, more displacements than impurity atoms pro- s 
' duced by incident particles. As a consequence, impurity atoms '



• play a minority role in irradiation damage.e ■
■ The final type of reaction that may take place when
an incident-particle strikes an, atom is the creation of thermal 

. vibrations.and electronic'excitation0 Electronic excitation 
differs from ionization in that the electrons of the lattice 
atoms are only raised to a higher qnanturn state, but are still 
attached to the lattice atoms* When the excited electron.re
turns to the ground state, a photon is given off* This seldom 
affects the physical properties of the crystal* Both.excita
tion and thermal vibrations produce negligible permanent damage* 
Exceptions to this rule will be included in a later discussion* 
Thermal vibrations produce heat which is rapidly dissipated 
throughout the crystal*; ' , v

A summary will be given for the irradiation effects 
when' the energy induced to the lattice atoms is below the dis
placement threshold* It is possible through a hard sphere 
collision, which has been tacitly assumed throughout the pre
vious discussion, that a struck lattice atom will have insuffi
cient energy to escape from the site* This could be accounted 
for by the scattering angle being so small that even an 
energetic incident particle is unable to transfer the minimum 
energy required for a displacement, E^* A second reason for 
the small amount of energy transferred is that'the particle 
may be at the end of its path and has become very lethargic 
through previous collisions* If the'minimal displacement 
energy is. not supplied to t he - lattice atom, a. thermal spike .
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may take placeo The crystal array of atoms is generally left 
in an amorphous condition around the thermal spike 0 This is 
considered a temporary defect in the solid, for at 35° & 
annealing returns the solid to its original crystalline struct 
ture* Secondly,, the force created by irradiating particles 
/can either move or even create dislocations in a solid. Dis
locations are associated .with the yielding point of the . 
crystal0 Still another.possibility is the introduction of ■ 
impurity atoms by transmutations. This is a permanent effect, 
for the impurities are eliminated only by diffusion from the 
crystalo Extremely high temperatures are required to expel 
impurities by this methodc Finally, the creation of thermal 
vibrations and electronic excitation have innocuous effects 
on most solids* As might be expected.,, there is less damage 
created in solids when the bombarding particles are incapable 
of producing displacements«,
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It Ms' been stated, previously that experimentation is 
the foundation for the study of the- effects of radiation on - 
solids =, fhis .seetion will be 'devoted to an experimental analysis 
of gemanitm semiconductors'which have been subjected to' neu- ’ 
tron irradiationo . The electrons of semiconductors are not 
free to wander as in the ease of metalsj hence the resistiyity 
of semicondtjetors is affected greatly by irradiation^ It is 
possible to note the resistance of various samples before they 
were exposed to irradiation dosage.and then to Compare the ; ; 
changes which are indueed by the bombarding particles. When . 
the irradiated samples are heated and allowed to cool to room 
temperatures9 other conclusions may also be drawn in regard 
to the annealing of radiation damage„

.Before discussing the physical changes that: take place 
due to irradiationg a review is in order of the molecular 
lattice of semiconductors & lfcilike metals j semiconduetors • -
function by the principle' of the photoconductivity effect = 
Gonductivity of electrical- current takes place by hole and 
electronic condtiction in intrinsic - semiconductors after a Mini-' 
mum amount of energy is. added to break the covalent bonding (3 6 )0 

Hole conduction produces less current than does electron con
duction because the.mobilify of the holes is less than that of
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the electrons » For :ger«aaiTi»-the jttoMxity. relationship .cam

.. . be--shown bys ' ■ - . , ■ ■: ■
Ujj -  1700 >  90 cH /sec /v /cH  ■-

" u@ ~ .3600 180' cH /sec /v /cB  . ; ■ ■ :

' An example- can -best show-the .differenc'e between the two basic 
categories of seoiconduotorsV ' If germanium, a valence four . ' . 
.' element s, is doped with arsenic ? a •valence five element $, there 
will be one free electron that is not tied into the covalent 
bonding of the crystalline; strnctnree This electron is donated; 
';to participate in electron G©n.duetion0 Hence, the nâ ie “donor* 
is given to this negative type of-, conduct ion. Figure--':4 - shows, 
an example of an:' n-type of - a semiconductor,, If the-crystal 
is intrinsic, free, from impurities, there .will be tao ,coMnctio.n 
unless the/.covalent bonds are ruptured, ■ Ifhen sufficient 
energy-is supplied to-break the covalent bonds, both hole and ; 
.'•electronic. conduction .occur'-.. • ' ' ,:/:
; ' An - explanation:. of hole conduction may be helpful 0i tfhen
: a valence- three material like gallium is substituted,for a : 
germanium atom, a vacancy in ,fhe electronic bondings .exists „ 
This/vacancy is "called ■a-.'?ihole,„® / After a -potential'is' applied 
to the lattice, this hoie/ moves in the opposite direction to - /■ 
that of the conducting/electrons» Thus a positive, or p-typer ; 
or conduction, takes place, as/ the hole .is .passed from adjacent 
bonds 0 An example of this is-siiown by figure Ss ' / '
. How irradiatioh-'affected'this type of crystalline

structure was: the. ct of the experiment Several geometric '
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Ge with Valence 5 Impurity 
Figure 4 (37)

Ge with Valence 3 Impurity 

Figure 5
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■configurations-were used for the n-type and p*»type samples«,
A circular configuration proved to give the most consistent 
data.

The exact dosage'that each sample was•subjected to. In 
order to produce maximum resistance changes resulted in a trial, 
and error- procedure. . Although large dosage of irradiating 
neutrons would be necessary to produce displacements? a ,limit 
to this dosage was required to minimize annealing during the 
irradiation period and also to prevent the samples from be
coming '.too active to'work with after being removed from the 
reactoro When the .samples 'were-irradiated 130 minutes in the . 
TRIGA reactor " at a power, rating of SS Kii-, the greatest condttc- . 
.tivity change resulted.' At this power rating the approximate."' . 
dose rate would be 3 x 10^^.-f ast neutron per square centimeter 
per second.. The total dosage would be roughtly 3 x 10*4 .nyt«
As will be explained in the ensuing chapters exact’measurements, 
of neutron dosage.are very hard to.obtain. .

Several precautions were talcen during- the experimental- 
tion to keep the samples free from impurities by treating them - 
wi th - a chemical solution and reducing the handling- to a mini- , 
pram. After the resistivity measurements were taken? a validity 
check was made- to determine if the . data recorded were statisti
cally grounded. ‘Each sample had - three" resistivity mgasuremests 
made. The first of' these was made prior to being irradiated. ,.
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The seoomd measurement took place twelve days after the samples 
had Tbeen irradiated» Here the delay of handling was due to 
imposed safety requirements * At' the same tir-ie the samples 
were heated and then allowed to cool to ascertain if any of 
the radiation damage could he redneed by the migration of 
the interstitials 0 • . ''

,.0nce again, the samples, were tested for the third 
time.to determine the resistance of each samplec Samples 
eight and eleven best exemplify the results obtained*

In order to:determine the probability that the spread 
in the data is due to statistical variation, the sschi-squared® 
test was applied (38) Wing f©nr degrees of- freedom as a ' 
criterion, the data taken are determined to be. statistically 
valid for sample 8 *. Using the same procedure as outlined 
above, sample 9 was also found to have acceptable data* 
t . After the p=type germaninm was analyzed nsing the 

three general cases, -it was found that the' fast nentron- flux •, 
produced only a slight increase in resistivity* this is 
demonstrated in figure:6 * As to be expected, heating of the \ 
sample rednced the resistivity only slightly* The a-type

a nineteen percent increase im:resis=
■■■■ ti • - 'a dosage Of 3 x 10 nvt * This increase of re's.is-. 

tivify is contributed, for the most part, by a redaction of . 
electrons in the conduction band and also throngh the lntr©dme= 
tion of impnrltleso Unlike metals the importance .of 
int rodtaeed by "transmit at ions 'cannot be neglected * . The "
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SIMEARY OF THE 1XFER3MEKTAE DATA FOR RESISTANCE 

MEASUREMENTS OF SAMPLES 8 AID 11

Sample 8 p-type gemaniiam
pre-irradiation post irradiation
1o 9 o1 ohms 9 o 3 ohms
2o 8.6 * , . - 9.0 :® V
3o 8 .8 « : ' ' 9.3 ®
4 „ 9 = 2 . 8 = 6 ®

" 5= 9=0 ; 8 = 8 ' ®
6= 8,7 ® 9=0 : ®
ave 8 = 9 ohms . ave :9=D offms

Sample 11, n-type germanium
pre-irradiation post irradiation heated sample
1= 9 = 6 ohms 10=6 ohms 9 = 8 IO

2 = 9=0 m 11 = 0 W 9=5
3 = 9 = 8 ■ m . 11 = 4 39 9=0
4 = 8=9 10=8 # 10 = 2 US

So 9 = 2 e 11 = 2 . 9 = 1
6 = 9 = 6 # 11=6 10 = 1 w
ave 9 = 35 ohms ave 11=1 ohms ave 9.5™ ohms

Impedance Bridge* Blectro-Measurement Inc = 
Model 855”A Amplifier Oscillator .

6 volt direct current

heated sample 
9=2 ohms 
8 = 6 85 

■ 8=8 *  

9=0 «
. : 8=7 ®

9=0
ave 8=9 ohms
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11

10
Resistivity

Ohms

8 I

pre-irraaiation post-irradiation heatea and cooled
to room temperature

Figure 6



interactions of neutrons with germanium produces the following 
reactions ' :

a. 31% of neutron capture in germanium
Ge^O (n;.̂ ;). Ge^ -— — ■  j>Qa7l .

hi 10% of neutron capture in geraaniura
Ge?4 (n,% ) Ge75____— ■̂i.l,..Min,,,,,— ^i,s75 

Co 1% of neutron capture in germanium
Ge^G (n? % ) Ge^^---—— -_i2,,_hr„___._̂ ^377_,---4Q_.hr---

The purpose of heating the samples,.was to determine 
if some of the displaced atoms could become more active and 
combine with existing vacancies as predicted by theory= In 
all cases there was a decrease in resistivity until this elec
trical property returned to its pre-irradiation status0 Again, 
theory is united with experiment when,the induced damage was 
partially annealed out restoring the samples almost to their 
original physical-propertieso ;

S-type and p-type semiconductors are usually employed 
in combinations to form a, junction and to serve as ’ rectifiers'* 
Even,a small amount of•radiation will usually destroy the 
basic components of this junction and make them ineffective0 

Thereforep any type of irradiation .is harmful to semiconductors»
Here only a basic - explanation was given on the response 

of semiconductors to irradxation0 Just how the minority and 
majority carriers are introduced or how they affect the intri
cate semiconductors is bmittedo One fact of minor importance 
is the introduction of impurities atoms through transmutations 0
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Eeutron iaoEMrdraent -of germanium produces? in general, arsenic
and gallitiH* the ratio or production is on the order of one
to three6 BecauseBore gallium is produced9 acceptors or
P“type of conduction are' introduced. The introduction of
impuritiess however, has less effect than that;caused by
displacement: collisions, v " r ; ; i/:;: ■ -■ ' : i , r/.
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Mm&Lim  AMJ; 0THE1 H FLW C IH G  FACTOES

Becatase of its great complexity the subject of annealing 
cannot always be considered in a meat orderly fashion0 There : 
are various factors which directly affect annealingy but.whichv 
in themselves seem quite remotely related* The treatment of 
annealing would be incomplete without discussing some of these 
factors«, The dose rate is very significant in determining the 
amount of induced irradiation damage* The spatial distribu
tion of defects as well as the intensity of their concentra
tion in each area of the solid must be investigated* This 
is related to the type of bombarding particle* Fission 
fragments, neutrons, light and heavily charged particles 
are peculiar in the manner they affect the solids. And finally 
some type of prediction as to the rate of annealing should be 
considered for various solids. All three of these subjects, 
dose rate, types of irradiation, and recovery rates, will 
receive attention in the following section.

Although irradiation of a solid produces interstitials 
and defects at low temperatures, the impact of these Frenkel 
defects may have been frozen-in and they were therefore in
capable of moving* Such is the case of many secondary chemical 
.reactions* At: low temperatures the-annealing rates are re
tarded because the defects are immobile in the solid. The

V : 43
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number of defects usually reaches a saturation point of only 
a few percent of the total number of atoms in a solid (39)»
The total number of atoms in a cubic centimeter is approximately 
10%2. ; \ ' '

, 4ol Dose Hates and Their Impact■upon Solidsa . Two . 
of the many factors to consider in analyzing irradiation 
effects are the dose and dose=rate=, The dosage corresponds 
to the total number of neutrons or incident particles per 
cm^, whereas dose rate is defined as the number of incident 
particles per.unit time per cm^„ Generally the total dose 
is:permanent in its effect on the material, while the dose 
rate is temporary in producing damage (40)„ There is an 
exception, to this statementfor a thermal shocic can be created 
by a rapid change of bombarding particles due to a power de~ 
crease in a reactor (41)= The results of the rapid change 
of power is the same as if the solid were struck by a large 
body: it produces.a crack or break in the solid* This would
represent an exception to the rule that dose rates do not pro
duce permanent changes*

The study of radiation.effects on solids has probably 
been retarded due. to the fact that the total dose that metals; 
must receive, before undergoing mechanical property changes, 
is very great* It is not uncommon that a dose of 1022 nvt 
must be used in experimental work to produce evidence of 
mechanical changes* For this reason, many research groups with 
small reactors are unable to make analyses in this field* in



example will point out the diffidultyi . ;•
Example , ■

How long must a sample of copper be irradiated 
in an experiment to detect changes in the 

■ critical shear stress? Copper is affected at 
reactor temperatures between the dosage of 

. 02 x 10-^ to 10-^ nvt0 Maximum power of our
TEIG-A reactor is about 10^& neutrons/cm^/seconde 

Solutions
lÔ -S = 107 seconds 107 = .318 years
lO1^ ; ' . 73158x10^

The duration of the irradiation time would be roughly
1/3 yearse " . :.

Thus it can be seen that metals must have an extremely 
long, exposure time .to produce,substantial effects*' This limits 
many groups in ■their reactor research with respect to radiation .; 
effects of solids. Secondly? the exact dose is sometimes hard 
to determine. -Errors in determining the exact dosage to which 
an irradiated solid has been exposed result in incorrect analysis 
through statistical variation of data (42). Misinterpretation 
of experimental data through errors introduced? such as the 
true dosage? the presence of unknown impurities? etc.? have 
obscured the theory of irradiation effects on solids. Table 
II relates how various solids are affected by neutron dosage.

4.2 •' Types of Eadiation. Another factor to consider 
in irradiation damage along with dosage is the nature of the
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TABIE. 11 ; '

EFFECTS OF 19EOTR01 IRMB1ATIOI 
Seutrons/cm^ • ■ '' , -

lO2̂4 GEBOTIIil TSMSITOR - loss of amplification 
 ̂ GLASS coloring

' 1015 POLirETHAELUORETHIEB]!® - loss of tensile strength
1046 : ZATIML A #  .BUTYE. EIBBE1 » loss of elasticity
1017 BUTYL BIBBEE - large change, softening 

F O L W H Y 1ESE: - loss of tensile strength
1018 M.TURA..L B1BBEB - large change, hardening

•; .METALS « most show appreciable increase in yield . 
strength' ; - ■ -

CABBOB STEELS'- reduction of notch-impact strength
10^  POLYSTRESE - loss of tensile, strength

■ lO^O CERAMICS « reduced theraal conductivity, density,.
cry's tallinity

. PMSTICS '“ /unusable as.- structural materials ' :
GABBOl STEELS - .severe- loss of ductility, yield ■

strength doubled, increased frac=
, ' . ture«temperatures \ • ' A,

.lO21 STA1M S S  STEELS yield strength tripled v
ALlBIDiW - ductility reduced but not greatly 

' - . . impaired .
. The epithermal neutron dosage represents at -

least a 10^ indicated change (44/=



1b©Elbarding particles<> The iaaoc^oas affects are different 
for fission fragments, neutrons, and for light and heavily 
charged particles<> Fast neutrons after a collision may create 
thousands of displaced atoms by the cascading effect= Because 
the free path of neutrons is very large, on the order of 10 cm, 
the damage effect is spread throughout the solid in isolated 
damage centers and the spatial distribution of defects is much 
greater (43)»

Electrons, on the other land, have insufficient energy 
to dislodge more than one lattice atom. As a consequence, 
the nature of the imperfections created will be different.
The fission fragments can produce still another type of damage. 
The deleterious changes are very much concentrated and heavy 
over a small area of a few microns. This is a consequence of 
the tightly bound core of electrons and the large mass of 
each fragment (45)» The fission fragments lose energy approxi
mately by the square of the electronic charge of the fragments 
and inversely to the square of the particle^ velocity. The 
transferred energy is expended in ionization for the most 
part; however, the small amount of energy dissipated in creating 
displacements produces the majority of the damages in metals. 
Slater estimated that 97$ of the energy dissipated by fission ■ 
fragments produced ionization (46). Snly 3$ of the total energy 
resulted in lasting damage through the production of displace
ments o Hence, the problem of removing the heat created by 
atomic vibrations is greater with fission fragments.
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The cross section for a collision of a lattice atom 
and of a fission fragemeni is very large compared'to that of 
neutrons o The cross section is enlarged through the coulomb 
potentials arising from the electrons of the fragments inter
acting with the electrons of the solids. These electrostatic 
repulsive forces greatly aid in slowing down the fission 
fragments o .Generally.,: alpha particles and deuterons can be 
considered as fission fragments in that the results are very 
similar . Because the- energy is more/•concentrated ," the dele
terious changes may be more pronounced. The mass, charge, 
and energy of the incident particles play an important role 
in the nature of the damage produced. .' Because of .the inherent 
.characteristics of electrons, they are not able:to create . 
thermal or displacement spikes. 1 - . ,

The damages produced would depend on the solid itself. 
By the very nature of .organic solids,, fission fragments create . 
a great deal of damage. -The covalent bonding would be ruptured 
as a consequence of the-ionization. The ionization process 
also affects other types of bonding: such as Tan der Waals, 
hydrogen, and to a lesser degree ionic bonds. 'In metals 
ionization results in agitation and thermal-vibrations which 
are quickly dissipated as heat. Xethargic fission fragments 
and neutrons, on the other hand, affect metals by.displacing 
the atoms of the crystal. Fission fragments generate more 
impurities than do thermal neutrons. .The nffects of impurities



are quite lasting for impurities are unaffected by low tern- 
perature annealing (47).

Heutrons can interact with solids in several ways, 
fhe most important reaction is an elastic collision with the 
atoms of the crystal lattice. The epitheraal and fast neutrons 
produce displacements in the' solid. Secondly? upon capture 
of:,a neutron a. gamma ray: may ,be emitted. This phenomenon is ■ :
highly probable for epitlierEal - neutrons „ but the effects are; ;v: 
negligible, .. The third '■ reaction whi ch may occur from the cap
ture of 'a neutron is the ejection of a proton, deuteron, or - - 
alpha particle, : This was noted previously in the discussion of 
.the emission of alpha particles when lithium was bombarded by : 
neutrons, Onc e again, the . cross section is very low for this ;• 
.type of- reaction, hast of all, when neutrons bombard fission-- 
able:materials, fission can take place (48)„ Although each 
type of reaction has its own influence on radiation damage, 
fission fragments and inelastic collision bear a greater 
role, . ;

Thus it becomes apparent that the type of bombarding 
particle must be considered in evaluating radiation damage, •.
A heavy particle with a greater charge is more destructive. 
Although, neutrons are uncharged, by direct collisions they too / 
can displace lattice atoms» Last of all, energetic electrons 
have their effects' On solids, although this is reduced due 
to the lack of momentum that they can have compared to.other 
particles, Another important _aspect is the solid, itself „ r;:



■ lon'ization does not affect metals $ although' let -other' solids 
a great deal of damage can be doneo

4.3 Recovery Bates. As formerly remarked, annealing 
usually starts abruptly at a specific threshold temperature • 
for each element and is continuous therafter. Although, 
from an engineering standpoint, the annealing process is not: v. 
completely understood, prediction of annealing rates would be..' 
desired. A qualitative approach coupled with an experimental - 
foundation enables engineers to better study the annealing 
process, ^he interstitials migrate from saddle point to 
saddle point throughout the crystal until they recombine with 
existing vacancies. As would be suspected, the migration rate 
is dependent Upon the temperature. It is also possible for 
the vacant spaces' tor move throughout the crystal in a way 

. similar to the electrical phenomenon of hole’conduction. The- 
physical properties; that were changed by irradiation are not 
all affected in the same manner for each element. Moreover, 
each element has .its own distinctive physical properties.. •
It can be readily seen that the annealing process is grossly 
complicated and any, mathematical approach would cause some 
. oversimplification.', Sespite this fact, the .quantitative 
. approach, is of'.vaiue-and will be. presentee!. - V;

Einchin and Pease;devised 'a' curve-fitting formula 
which is applicable to most solids to represent the-' rate of ■ 
annealing (49). . . v - ;'
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Here c denotes a constant„ n is the ntmfoer of defects which 
participate in the recovery9 E is the activation energy5, K 
denotes Boltzmann constant$ and t denotes amMent teHperatnre» 
The important parameter t© note is X 9 the order of the reaction» 
It will normally vary from one for the first e M e r , kinetic 
reaction to two for a second order kinetic reaction* This 
parameter irast he adjusted depending on the allien of the solid 
in question* For exampleP if the solid had previously heen 
cold worked, there would exist a larger lumber of vacancies than 
interstitials (SO)* Here, the first order kinetic function 
would he selected to calculate the annealing rate* On the 
other hand, for normal irradiation of solids the second order 
kinetic parameter would he chosen; for the rate of production 
of interstitials is equal to the rate of production of vacancies0 
Zt can he seen in figure 7, the difference in the annealing 
processes depends on'the order of kinetic reactions* the first 
order kinetic reaction is a function of one variable and this 
assumes that there are sufficient vacancies that the rate of 
reduction of vacancies is negligible* This is analogous to the 
rate of decay of a radioactive solid where the number of atoms 
is very large* The rate, of decay depends only upon one sub
stance* Generally, this would be the exception rather than 
the rule* Irradiations of solids cause the atoms to be knocked 
from their lattice sites, and so the more probable relationship 
would Toe an equal number of interstitials and vacancies * The
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annealing depends upon two functions $, the result being a 
linear relationship.

Although the formula presented is a crude mathematical 
treatment, ■ it serves its purpose by predicting the annealing 
rates for some solids„ The deviation from the curve often 
varies from small to large depending, upon the solid in question<> 
The cause"of the deviation is not yet known; however, the 
number' of impurity. atoms' introduced by irradiation "must cer
tainly play an important role. Many solids cannot be reduced 
to .this type of ap'proximation, for their course of annealing 
may he of third or fourth kinetic order or be a combination of 
orders, .Here, it was assumed, there was a random distribution 
of interstitials and vacancies plus the fact that the grain 
boundaries and dislocations did not effect the'recombination 
rate (51)» In many pure solids the assumptions may be valid 
and'the first or second order approximation may be close, while 
$n other types of solids this mathematical treatment would be 
inefficacious. Experimental measurements, can justify the use 
of any quantitative type procedure used in the prediction of 
the recovery rate. Until further light is shed upon the 
annealing rates of solids, caution must be taken that all 
calculations are confirmed by experimental agreement.



PEHMMBBT M D  TMPOEAEY B&MA.GE TO METALS

Dp tantil this: point the discussion has been centered 
about the interactions of irradiating particles upon solids9 

The ionization and displacement effects produced changes in 
the physical properties of the crystals* The general topic 
that will now be considered is the nature of the properties 
that were changed, and how lasting the changes are* Although 
there are some benefits to be gained from the irradiation 
of solids, these alterations of physical properties shall be 
considered.as damage'to the solido : This damage was caused by 
atoms being knocked from their.lattice sites* Logically, 
the rettirn of, the interstitial atoms to,existing vacancies 
aid in repairing irradiation damage* The annihilation pro~ \ 
cess of interstitials with vacancies is termed annealing (52)c ’ 
Annealing is directly related to the temperature and the number 
of vacancies in the solid* For metals annealing may take place 
at room temperature, whereas the annealing of insulators takes 
place only at higher temperatures *

Despite the extensive research that has been carried 
out on the study of annealing, much is not yet known* As a 
■consequence, many statements presented may be in the form of

I - -generalities to which there are a few exceptions* With this 
fact in mind, the discussion of annealing will continue®
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Similar to the energy displacement threshold9 there 

exists for most solids a tepiperatiare threshold for annealing 0 
Below this specific temperature the recombination of Frenkel 
defects is negligibles and above this temperature annealing 
is continuous. Besides the number of vacancies and the tempera= 
ture of the solid, other factors enter in on the rate' of anneal= 
ing0 They are the grain si&e, type of lattice, grain boundary 
characteristics, and the previous heat and mechanical history 
of the solid (53)« Fortunately, for several reasons, the 
study of radiation-induced damage can be simplified. The 
annealing characteristics for the threshold temperature for 
pronounced annealing is similar for various groups of solids. 
This is particularly true for metals. Many of the factors 
"listdd above are of subsidiary importance and only the ambient 
temperature during and after irradiation is markedly signi
ficant 0 Bach metal is characteristically different? however, 
the deviation from the norm of the group can be considered 
slight. Thus it is possible through a group analysis to study 
the irradiation damage of solids*

When extremely high temperatures are required to pro
duce annealing, the damage is considered permanent. Temporary 
damage is assumed to be annealed at room temperatures, There 
will always exist radiation damage which cannot be removed by 
annealing (54)= Among these irreversible effects are crack
ing or dimensional changes, the introduction-of■fission pro
ducts, irradiation induced chemical decomposition, and the



creation ‘of impurity atoms by transmutation» fhese effects 
might be minimized in various solids5 however5 a small concern- \ 
tration of these irreversible defects.exists even in solids 
whose damage is temporary.. The solid, will never return to thev 
, exact;'state of order-of pre-irradiationV . ; " ’ -,
:: ;; . .Effects, on Metals;' ' Before a more quantitative approach:;
is ' undertaken t©ward: aptiealing} the; mechanical property changes,: 
for solids :will be analyzed.. Here, for simplicity, solids ' 
.will be: placed in .groups of' .similar properties 0.. One group 
■of solids that is affected, by heavy:irradiation is metals.«.
. The electrical resistivity of metals is increased upon irra-. 
diations At room temperatures the increase in resistivity ' 
is about one or two percent. (55) o According to .Sutton and 
lesser, tungsten increases, about 40% in resistivity for. an
' ' , , -j Q • ■integrated flux of 5 x 10 7 nvt, at which time the resistivity. . 

becomes fairly constant (56)» The ambient temperature of the 
metals during and after irradiation plays an important role
in the ai»ioant of conductivity change. . Except for iron and
brass,. all the metals show a rise in conductivity from 30° K ,
to 42° K as a result of. annealing (57) *

Electrical .resistivity measurements.have frequently 
been used in experimental work for a better understanding of' 
the interactions of irradiating particles with solids„ This :
. is primarily true for several, reasons. : Sefined data cam be .■; 
obtained by highly 'developed electrical resistance techniques? ■' 
Some metals can. readily, be obtained in pure form, and thus. :



unnecessary variations in statistical data can fee eliminated.,
.Last of all, the theory of resistivity has been well established*
A quick review of the basic differences between metals and 
: insulators will help to understand better the electrical 
resistivity changes produced upon irradiation of solids.

The outermost electrons in a.metallic atom, that is, 
the electrons in the valence orbitals, are very loosely tied 
to the atom. . In fact, In metals these electrons are associated ,, 
■with the metal rather than with the individual atoms (58) =,
In other words, the valence and conduction bands run together 
■ with no forbidden zone between and any potential ■applied- to ' 
the metals, produces . current in the conduction zone; whereas, >:.■ 
in insulators'.a .darge forbidden zone separates the valence "it 
band from the conduction band. For insulators only an extremely : 
large amount of energy could cause an electron to jump this 
energy gap and reach the conduction band. This is highly 
.unlikely; but, at high temperatures for some solids, the 
probability of such an occurrence exists.

It can be seen that in metals any interference of the 
natural periodic potential of the electrons produces a rise 
in resistance. A temperature increase raises the resistivity . 
of metals* Similarly, the production of interstitials gives 
rise to an increase in resistivity. The creation of displacements 
causes a distortion of the crystal lattice electronic potential*
At lower temperatures the change:in electrical resistivity is : 
proportional'to the number of the defects produced. This



proportionality breaks down at higher temperatures, for there 
is a partial recovery of the radiation induced damage by anneal 
ing„ Because of the valuable' information gained from experi- , 
ments of electrical resistivity changesg the theory of irra
diation is understood better» ' -
v "■ , The electrical resistivity changes for metals is
considered a temporary defect, for annealing at moderate 
temperatures restores the electrical: properties,' Between 
80° K to 90° K, around eighty percent of the introduced 
resistivity can be removed (59)e Certain metals as aluminum, 
zinc * and copper show a greater electrical resilience, return
ing to about ninety percent of their original conductivity0 

As will be shown, all the mechanical properties of iron usually 
deviate from the general rulea This is due to the closely 
packed characteristics of the atoms» The radiation-induced 
effects for iron are not annealed until 90° K= In review of 
the effects on the electrical properties of metals, there le
an Increase in resistance due to irradiation,, The change 
in resistivity is a function of temperature« And last of all, 
appropriate heat treatment anneals the larger part of the 
induced resistivity=

The second property of metals that will be discussed 
is the thermal conductivitys Here, the rate of change of 
thermal conductivity is more dependent upon.the temperature of 
irradiation than it was in the case of electrical resistivity* 
In general, the effects of this property are the greatest



below 20° Ko. ffels is due to the introduction of defects and 
impurities (60).e At room temperatures and above? there is - 
n© appreciable alteration of the thermal conduotivity.. Hence, 
metals- are relatively unaffected by irradiation with respect 
to this property»- Mter i it m i l  be shown that in this aspect 
insulators are diametrically opposite to metals»

The tensile, strength, hardness, and shear stress' are 
increased upon irradiation of'metalsj whereas the ductility 
is reducedo It is -of interest to note that the yield stress 
can be approximated and varies with the cube root of the total 
flux, and the square root of the absolute temperature'from 
•40..,E to> ISO0 C (61) * The shear stress - changes because of. tlte : 
.alteration in the interatomic spacings „ ' ,fhe elastic constants- 
are related to. the repulsive potential created by the electroni 
charges of the atoms, and this potential varies exponentially.
.with ihe interatomic distanceo It can-be seen that the pro- ' 
duct ion of interstitials would reduce the interatomic -spacing 
and thereby have a large effect bn:the elastic properties (62) 
As a rule, metals become harder and more brittle and decrease 
in impact strength upon irradiation. For nonfissionable 
metals the: rate of change of creep is small or completely - 
negligible (63)» ' .

; Another phenomena observed in some metals is a phase 
transformation wherein the crystalline structure undergoes a 
change from one type phase to another„ Similar to order 
disorder solids., the "phase change does not take place below



: ; certain temperatures „ Snc.h is. the case: of white tin which
■ • ; ■' changes, to grey tin at 13 ,2 ■ C (64) „ ,'At lower ter-iperatures - ' vV-

_  sluggish and, at -80° C9 it is negligible. ■ ' Wien, .

• ■ white tin is .irradiated at liquid nitrogen temperatures at
10. nvt the. phase transformation occurs 0 The crystalline 
change can be attributed to the irradiation induced reaction, 

ttit:: is . suggested by Mehe 1 that the defects act as nuclei for 
. '."the new' allotropic crystal, alt ho ugh this. theory 'is : no t s oundlyt: \

: established.:^
: . V Metals are one group of solids that are more resistant , ■

" : ’ to' irradiation effects than are- most Solids. Several reasons : :
contribute to this;,. ' As was previously stated, the dosage that 

; metals must receive.before signifleant physical property
changes are nptieeable is very- high. Secondly$, ionization t
effects do not cause .decomposition of the crystalline structure : 
as in .the case of many organic materials. The electrons are : . ' 

v free to iwander throughout the metal and are not associated ■ f
: , ■ ■■■"..with the molecular, bonds. And finally, interstitials migrate

throughout the crystal at room temperatures j thus much , of the > ; :"
, radiation-induced damage is repaired by a n n e a l i n g i ;  .'■■■-i'-;: ■■:;

It should be remembered that with different metals 
' exceptibhs ' to. the ;general rules presented will always exist i:>' ■ "̂ w? 

-.;x. . Each element has its. own. distinguishing characteristics. ..
" "t'For. example ..the "electrical resistivity.. annealing, rate of ■

• .copper is much higher between 20° and 40 K than that of silver 
and gold (65)» Exact reasons for this deviation are not known



and at best the basis -f or ythe ’variations can only be' surmised„
•: It may be'flat: iEpsrities as 2iac that are introduced in the

irradiation of copper are Hisch' more important than other 
. / '; imparities . that are introduced, in the bombardment of gold; and
1', ■ silvero In addition/ a stress-free material can vary markedly It''
v :.. ■ from’one. that is under dynamic stress during irradiation (66) 0
': f There are other anomalous effects such as face=centered,cubic

; ' metals .which do not become brittle even though there is a
reduction of ductility (67) o However<, these exceptions to 

, / y :: ; : the general rule are not too - frequent ? and a group analysis
’ of metals is much more consistent than for non-metals „ Despite
: , ■:: t■ - the high dosage. received by structural materials of metals ' -rs ■ • '

• ' in. reactors s the lifetime of the materials is not significantly .. ' •;
' reduced? .as it- is in 'the case' of other non-metallic, hydro-
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lasialators ia. many respects differ greatly from metals 
in the manner they are affected hy irradiation,, The thermal 
cendmctivlty, for instance 5 is changed, by orders of magnitude o ’ 
Whereas metals had little significant change? the non-metals 
have a large rednetion in thermal properties <> Carhon for 
example has had its thermal conductivity altered tty a factor 
of 50 (69)„ This property is highly sensitive to a tempera
ture variation„ In most non-metals there is a decrease in ■ 
thermal conductivity* . A  more detailed discussion, will be given 
later on the effects of thermal conductivity of eartton0 i. 
sec end deviation from metals is in the density change0 Metals 
rarely exceed a <,! or »2 percent density changes while for 
some insulators there' is a mtich greater decrease„ As the 
solid, increases in volume due to the production' of defects$, 
the density decreases» , , . "

The optical properties of some non-metals' are affected 
tty 'irradiation = Coloring: centers are created tty a noneqni- . ... 
liferiism distribution ef.-electron's These coloring centers may 
be produced tty thermal ionisation as well as, tty ionisation from 
irradiatioEo However9 in diamonds the coloring ;centers'are ' . 
produced only tty irradiation - (70).= The color at ion of glasses 
is an interesting phenomenon, for there is no crystalline 
- ' ■ .’ ■' , - - 62 ' ;
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regularity in the basic structure of glass <, In other wordss 
the atoms are arranged in an amorphous manner» Therefore? 
it is hard to realise how disordering effects alter the physical 
propertieso Both crown and flint glass have an increased 
transmission of light and the reflective characteristics are 
rediaced (71) <> fhe distortion of the physical properties of 
glass cannot be removed by annealing even if the temperatures 
are raised to 4OO0 C 9 nor does the use of acid or nabbing 
reduce the increased translucent characteristics0 It is of 
interest to note that by scraping the surface with a knife 
the defects can be removed and thus restore the original.:.-; 
reflecting properties of the glass0 Brooks concluded that 
the irradiation damage was concentrated just below the surface0 

For thick targets the greatest number of defects which would 
be produced by knock-ems would be nearer the surface* This 
is tree particularly if the sample is thick compared to the. 
mean free path of fhe fcnoelc-ons (72) = Mien the target is thin 
compared to the mean free path of the incident partic 16$, the 
defects are spread throughout the solid* lieutrons$, of course$, 
have a long mean free path; hence the damage will be more 
evenly distributed throughout the material * fhe spatial 
distribution of defects produced by neutrons will be greater 
than fhe distribution resulting from charged particles* Once 
again9 if is possible to relate theoretical predictions t© 
experimental determinations*

Ceramics are one group of non-metals that are resistant



to irradiation, effestso f&ej are Basically Brittle at low 
temperatures dee te tie low thermal oemdeotlvlty; however, 
they Tbeceme more'plastic as the temperatere is increased C73) o 
Although there is a slight loss of strength after irradiation, 
this is not to© detrimental; for ceramics are seldom used as 
structural materials» There is a definite decrease in the 
density in this class of solid as the volume increases (74)o 
Because ceramics compare favorably with metals as to the amount 
of dosage they cam receive before being affected, a great 
deal of interest has been devoted to this field0 Moreover, 
at extremely high temperatures ceramics are used in lieu of 
metals; for the melting point of ceramics is higher than that 
©f-metalso Because annealing takes place at high temperatures, 
much of the damage is repaired when operating in this range0 

fuel rods enriched with carbide and graphite have not suffered 
appreciable effects at temperatures as high as 3600® F (75)»

As was the case of metals, some insulators have 
electrical properties that are affected by Irradiation. Pre= 
vioesly, it was stated that for insulators the conduction band 
was separated by a large forbidden gone. Only an extremely 
large amount of energy could cause an electron to bridge this 
energy gap, but in reality such an amount of energy would 
probably produce melting instead of ionization (76), There 
is an exception to this rule for ionic crystals. When %  
large amount of energy is added to an ionic crystal, ionic 
conduction may take place; for electrons are trapped in the



/conduction zone* ■ Stick is the case of the alkali halides..
SoditiH chloride has an increase in electrical-conductivity 
after it has heen irradiated (77)=. This is related to the 
particular type of bonding of the solids. Other types . .
of noa-setals do not exhibit resistivity changes unless there 
is' a large mount, of heat present Although the physical ' - - -
'properties of polyethylene are affected by irradiation$, it .
' . ■ " . " - ' ... ■ ■ r . 
can.be used as an insulator with.as high a dosage as 10^9 avt.
At this dosage polyethylene becomes hard and embrittled; 
however-, it maintains its Insulating properties (78) = As a 
..rule @f thumb, it,can. be stated that a greater temperature is -' 
needed to produce . annealing for- insulators than for metals. ' ;; - 
,Heaf treatments which aid In annealing of Eeta-ls > ar @ unaffee five 
to many insulators» • Therefore,, radiation damage for insula- ■ 
tors-has -a mere peraanent effect* . -'1 ' f- ■ ' ip

1 • - .Still another group of affected non-metals is plastics p.
Generally, plasties become harder, increase in tensile strength, 
and the elastic modulus goes up» The impact strength is not 
usually affected directly by irradiationo The decrease in .. 
elongation as well as the previously listed effects are detri
mental; however, this say be overshadowed, at higher fluxes 
by a serious cracking and a complete deterioration of the 
molecular structure. Upon extended irradiation the - solid may . 
be reduced t© a powdery form. Therefore, most plastics cannot 
be used in, any type of high Intensity; bombardment (79).
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soliis was ascribed i© damageo This was just aa academic 
defiaitiea for discussing radiatioa effects„ Engineers have 
developed many beneficial uses from irradiation of solids=
One effect ©a the irradiation of rubber is to produce vulcanic 
zation0. TulcaaiEation is the process of treating crude 
rubber ia order t© improve the mechanical properties as tensile 
strength$ hardness, and the' elastic modulus0 Formallyg when 
rubber is vulcanised by irradiation techniques there are 
several advantages to be gained» This unique process produces 
less heat than when rubber is chemically treated0 Secondly, 
a high resistance to oxidative and thermal aging is created=
Last of all, vulcanised rubber by irradiation techniques is 
less affected by solvents and by chemically active addi
tives (80)o Although the mechanical properties of a solid are 
altered by irradiations scientists and engineers are making 
use of. these property changes „

Chemical Induced Activity. Won-metals9 more than 
metals9 are often affected by secondary chemical reactions.
Two important consequences of chemical effects are polymer!- 
sation and the production of changes in the reaction rates (81)= 
The first of these, polymerization, will be considered here. 
Polymerization is the building of a large molecule from several 
similar lighter molecules. The newly created molecule which 
is atomically heavier will have its own distinctive physical 
properties. This reaction is a result of ionization of the 
non-metal. Ifhen some solids are ionized, free radicals and



ions are formed and a complete chemical rearrangement of the 
molecules may talee: place0 Such is the, case of • aorylaal&e. 
Polymerization in this particular case .does not ■ occur hy 
thermal techinques9 hut it can be.-induced by irradiation, : 
Below'is the: following'result 0.;'; v- ■. - . :

• -Before " - , - - . After
1  c = ..e :.-■■■ C 0, , ; v? ,; - H ■ '. H ; ' fl - : :9 ' . i - - 9 ' ■■ : : : ' . ; , ' : : ■ . t ' "T ::: . ■ :

H H SHn -1 ' ' ' ' " ' /  " 1 -  G »■ €'  ™ 'C >0
■ ■■ . - ■■ ' ; - : . . : . . - 1

' free radicals'-:

' V '  ̂ I -

; • ■■■ H -  ■ C- -  c. -  G ■= 0, . ■ ' - V 1- 8
\  ' ' : : . . ■ : H ii H

The reaction rate at higher temperatures is much greater? for . 
at lower temperatures.the motion of the free radicals is in- ' 
MMt e d o  The general physical effects of polymerization is to 
increase the hardness and brittleness of the solids (82),
The .intensity or irradiation is .directly related to the length, 
of the increasing polymer chain? because the number of free 
.radicals produced is a function of the amount of induced- 
radiation (83)= There are many advantages of polymerization 
by irradiation over chemical polymerization.

Many commercial uses are coming into play with respect 
to packaging of foodstuffs and other materials with, plastic : 
containers, After the items are packaged they are irradiated.
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Seferal advantages are gained 1by such a process= First, there 
is a sterilisation that occurs <> Secondly, the containers 
-themselves may improve in quality and become more durable „
And last ©£ all, am economical benefit may be achieved because 
of the simplicity of the irradiating process over another 
technique which achieves the same results» In the packaging 
of surgical sutures the irradiation process has been useful*
Here the packaged goods are completely sterilized after they 
have been sealed in their respective eontainersc Zn the future, 
many industrial applications of irradiation-induced benefits 
will come into being => *

Just the opposite effect of polymerization may result 
in the irradiation of organic solids that are ©f larger mole
cular weight * this is called cleavage or degradation* the 
effect of radiation is the breaking up of the larger molecule 
int.© lighter ones 0 Host orgamies of the straight chain type 
bending are greatly affected; however, the aromatics with the 
benzene rings are much more resistant to irradiation effects (84)o 
in fact, several experimental reactors with organic moderators 
have met with a great deal of success* One such ease is the 
Organic. Moderated Seactor Experiment, or better known as the 
0HS1 (85)o Here, the moderator and coolant were a mixed- 
polyphenyl made up basically of terphenyl and biphenyl* Both 
of these constituents are of high irradiation resistance and 
of the benzene ring type complex» they, do not exhibit the 
properties of other organics in that there is less deterioration



and better staMlity of the M©i@ci$lar sfnicttnre 0' fe date 
tie results ia^e M e n  Very eneonraglng because of tie reduced 
coolant eosts<, ©tier advantages of this type of reactor. -' 
include a lesser amount.©f induced radioactivity than from . . 
graphite reactors * reduced corrosion to the. structural materials*. . 
and. the production of less vapor pressures than is true' of :
water cooled reactorso From the preceding example it becomes 
apparent that. non-metals respond quite .differeittiy upon being . 
irradiated« f© describe radiation-induced.effects is. not so ' ■ ''. 
Simple a task as was the case of metals 0 , r;.v.

The change .in chemical reaction rates shorn up markedly : ■
for seme solids= These rates are varied as a result of the 
excitation of the electrons Of the'solids« However*, there 
appears to be no consistent trend, for the catalytic reactions 
can be increased or decreased =. The hydrogenation of has :
been .reduced fey irradiation of the compound in the presence 
of m©,; whil e the oxidation of graphite has been increased (863 0 
Irradiated graphite-Oxidizes faster both during and after 
bombardment. :

: Although polymerization and increased chemical activi
ties are significant, other secondary reactions ? such as the 
decomposition of salts, have their impacts on particular 
solids o . Corrosion Is produced by a .. secondary reaction, parti- ■ 
cularly in reactors (87)o Because of the extremely high - 
temperatures produced.in the: fuel elements, and throughout the .
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of tier components ? corrosion rates'for. striactural materials 
increasee The environmental conditions play an important 
role on the swface effects prodtieed hy chemical, .interactions 
of solids.o

Graphite„ One non-metal worthy of comment on the ;
way that it is affected by radiation is graphite 0 In the 
past graphite moderators have been extensively' used? Other 
types of moderators have also been tisedj but graphite is 
probably the .most common^ "How doe's this material withstand 
the large dosage if f.'would'receive in a .reactor? ■ like. many 
other solids 5 graphite shows an increase in mechanical strength 
with a dosage of .10^® neutrons/cm^ (88) . .At this dosage the 
:strength is increased by a factor of 3 and them'with added 
irradiation is, somewhat reduceda. Graphite becomes so hard 
that machinability is very difficult> The electrical resis
tivity at this dosage is saturated after an increase by a 
factor of 5 ? and further irradiation'does not affect the 
.resistivity0 In generals graphite becomes stronger s harder, 
and more brittle; but there is a great variatibh of .these pro
perties depending upon .the method of manufacture , a M  the . ■:;
source of the graphite (89). These mechanical property changes: 
are relatively unimportant compared to the volumetric in
crease and, stored energy effects =, ' .

Figure 8 shows a linear increase of volume as the. 
flux rises above 10^° neutrons/cm^. Unless appropriate heat 
treatment is'applied, this could lead to disastrous repercussions.
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Fortunatelys when'sufficient heat.is present, the interstitials 
combine with the vacancies and much of the induced swelling 
is minimizedo For a low-powered reactor where the operating ; 
temperature is not high, annealing does not take place to 
any great extent * Therefore, it is 'often necessary to operate 
the reactor at high-'temperatures for short periods of time 
to induce annealing* .

It has been estimated above 800® C that eighty percent 
of the interstitials and vacancies will be annihilated and less 
than eight percent recombine at-, temperatures of 100® C (91)»
It can be seen that low-temperature annealing is ineffectivee 
Graphite does not expand in all directions„ It actually ex= 
pands along the planes perpendicular to the preferred axis of 
crystal orientation and contracts in the opposite directions 
Figure 9. pictorialiy represents a cross section of. th# graphite 
lattice* The atoms in the x-plane are 104 x 10"̂ -® cm apart, 
while in the y-plane they are. 3 6 35 x 10" ̂  cm from, atom to 
at©Bo It can be, noted from the' figure that the atoms in each 
layer are tightly bound, whereas there appears to be less 
cohesion between layers* &s is shown' by the sketch, when an 
interstitial is. created, it normally locates Itself in a Son- 
equilibrium position between the- layers of the atoms *

The expansion: takes place,' in the y=dir ection as the 
interstitials occupy the unbalanced location* The umsymaetrl- 
cal expansion may result from coulomb-forces of repulsion be- 
. tween, the electrons .of: the . atoms r'i The y interstitial atoms
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with tlieir. oompleiient' ef electrons force the plane of hexagonal- 
grouped afoms further apart0 the explanation in the x-direction ' 
for a decrease in expansion might he that vacancies allow the 
atoms to move closer together in the absence of normal repul
sive forces* fhe;hexagonal configuration partially collapses 
and thus causes the solid to contract in the x= direction*

fhe variation in thermal conductivity is also impor- ' 
taut with respect to. graphite* Agains the change is related 
to the temperature during and after irradiation* At low tem
peratures the change in thermal conductivity has been reported 
to fee reduced considerably* Hence, stored energy accumulates 
at low temperatures in irradiated graphite* If this energy . 
is not removed from the lattice,, a small amount of added heat 
may release the stored energy in a violent manner, It is 
estimated, that $QQ calories per gram of stored energy, when 
triggered, may raise the temperature of the graphite to •
1200'° C (92) * As in the ease of the expansion ©f graphite, 
stored energy may fee removed fey high temperature irradiation*
At higher temperatures the thermal conductivity is increased 
and the cumulative stored energy is greatly reduced, A great 
deal of experimental work ■ has been carried out at Brookhaven 
lational Laboratory in the field of "pile annealing® (93)*

Because the energy of formation for a defect is accur
ately known, a measurement of the total stored energy at 
lower temperatures reflects the total number of interstitials and 
vacancies produced (94)= Therefore,fey qualitative experiment
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it is possible to deteraine the nmber of defects produced by 
irradiatioiio Many such experiments have been conducted using 
graphite and other solids» Ihen the energy is released from 
the solid5, the atoms of the crystal rearrange themselves, at 
a lower energy level^; ■ ■

/ : To reduce the stored energy: content and change in i' .
volume, pressurized graphite moderators have been usedi When % 
the reactor operates at higher temperatures, annealing eliminates 
the deleterious effects» however, both Co and gasses are 
produced in the irradiation process and thus there is produced 
an increase in pressure (95)= This problem is minimized by 
the use of zirconium containers, which dissolve the gasses»
In review - of the physical properties that are affected by ■ 
irradiation, many of the changes; are not pernicious to reactor 
operation„  ̂However, the changes in density and thermal con
ductivity are very significant at low power levels. Irradia- 
tion at room temperatures and below increases the harmful 
effects o Higher temperatures: ihcrease the, migration of inter-,, 
stitials and-the induced; radiation damage is reducedo, , '



file effects @£:: radi&fion have been obscured for many 
0 : fh'ere. is a definite lack ©£ collated, literature 

Beth frea a. theeretical and fr@m an experimental yiewpointo 
HmoM ef the yalaahle. information gained froa-irradiation 
.experiaents reaains' in the ainds ©£ the experimentgfs (96)„ 
Secondl^j there are:aanyVyariahles.that amst he weighted in 
coaparing t.ests £©r siailar ' 'saHpXes 0 It is very diffictilt 
t© evaluate-'-all the factors that influence the Variations of 
induced damage of solids <, A complete background of the samples 
in question must fee reviewed as to- the mechanical and thermal 
history, .Flux measurements are not as accurate as are many 
times- indicated in 'e^eriMental . dafa| : henceV 'it . is hard to ,
'correlate 'corresponding evaluations®- Over a■long irradiation. - 
periods a small change in reported'flux could fee significant;. 
for- the dosage is am' important factpr., ■ -

: All of theseg plus, known anomalous effects ? make the 
t; of theoretical data .difficult, Am example of 
pattern is ■' revealed fey the irradiation of feerylliim- 

eopper and nicke 1-feeryIliume \ Sere, it was shown that a 
temperature increase did mot' reduce the amount .'of • radiation 
damage0; Also high-temperatures Irradiation of : steel, and

have -produced'resiiltsytfeat deyiate., from the normal



raleflere. agaiBj, "it ,will be stated that these oddities, do , 
exist withoiit .apparent, explanatiens» ..." ' - ' ■ ' " ; :'
. ' , V A ear'e-f til '''analysis;-' of.". the; "fact s Is :neeessary; iti , order v 
: to Bake ' theOret i"eal: "predictions 6: .Mamy: siHplif i.cati ons are.; ' 
nec.essary, to", qyantitativelsr approach: the Interactions' of. matter 
hut .care- must toe used so, that 'the Bathepiatical/approach is 
' suhs-taritiatedby' experimental facts*, in this milieu? the -" •. ̂ 
.paper was .written so", that a 'better understanding of the irra-'" ■ 
diatipn...effect#--on- solids; Bay he, obtainede
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